
Hi,
I am Raluca, 

a Creative Strategist for Conscious Brands.
 

Welcome to my world.



i landed the European brand Utopic Brain as the starting point for limitless creation
and free pivoting in ethical branding and Marketing strategy.

what i do 
is to identify the differentiator in businesses aspiring to bring meaning through their
ideas and add value to visionary companies built on integrity, excellence and a strong
sense of responsibility for their communities.

in 2018

in 2021
i married the Science of Serendipity with the classical Marketing framework in a
concept available as a practice under the trademark of



i have a 20year background
of supporting the uplifting of brands in domains with impact on all levels of the society



the industries i am familiar with
IT
retail
journalism
technology
entertainment
social services
creative industries
medical innovation
digital & VR development
HORECA and artisanal food 
education and dual learning
psychology, psychotherapy, coaching
luxury hospitality, spa and leisure facilities
speakers coaching and lineup curator 
offline and online commerce
ESG and sustainability
culture and lifestyle
digital banking
manufacturing
civic activism
real estate
fashion



how my work lands
"Raluca is a person with a very
versatile profile and a lot of human
and professional delicacy. 
She grows brands, people, and
dreams, supporting us from sitting
to standing".

Dora Surugiu-Kocsolade
Co-founder DORO 16, New Project
Architect @ BISM, former
Maastricht School of Management

"Meeting Raluca is a providential
encounter. 
She is gentle, delicate, and at the
same time determined, tenacious,
complex and complete. 
DepreHUB had been held by her
from the beginning and over time
her critical eye brought laser focus
on what this organisation needs.
Gently but firmly she holds our
direction, imposes the action, and
gives me peace of mind that if she
takes on a project, it’s in good
hands."

Yolanda Cretescu
Founder and owner DepreHUB

"Every meeting with Raluca is an
encounter with a sublime mind.
Through the questions she asks,
through the answers she
contemplates, she elevates
everything into a long-lasting
transformative journey. 
She is a “discoverer of the marvels
of everyday life”, a deep analytical
mind with an infinite passion for
projects that shape our world
meaningfully".

Ioana Mischie 
Transmedia Artist and Futurist
Founder Storyscapes 



how my clients receive what i do
"Working with Raluca is creating a
partnership. 
She is a unique star in this world,
bringing depth, researched based-
approach, professionalism, humility and
humanity.
She partnered with me and identified
my core essence to create a marketing
strategy that isn't selling me, but
representing me. From the greater
understanding of the market to the
smallest details of the logo and
branding - all unique, personal, and
voicing my strengths."

Ayelet Shrem 
Professional Coach for 
international talent in
transition

"A big thank you for your work
with me. It was unexpected,
almost therapeutic, some things
blew my mind and allowed me
to think more about myself. 
I love the process you brought
me through." Dace, 

Senior Professional in
the Pharma industry

"Raluca is honest, dependable,
incredibly hard-working,
knowledgeable, experienced
and constantly creative. Apart
from the undeniable talent,
Raluca had always been an
absolute joy to work with. She is
a true team player and always
manages to foster positive
discussions and bring the best
out of her colleagues."

Christine Schillings
CEO, Windsedswiss



hobbies i pursue passionately
creative writing

photography



milestones in my work

building a practice as a counsellor and coach is my current focus.
my plan is to uniquely link the creative strategy with Psychology
into a comprehensive consultancy offer for people in transition
with their lives and businesses.

counselling and leadership coaching

events curator

as speakers coach • content curator • relationship builder •
speakers communicator • content writer, I put together full lineups,
innovative content and built niche agendas.

websites builder

design, copywriting, content writing, UX, and UI are the common
denominators for my work in website development for businesses
in HR, SPA & luxury hospitality, concept design, coaching,
Marketing, literature, cinematography, social services,
photography, psychotherapy, artisanal food.



volunteering
a space i go to every time i have the chance



my formal education



Eastern European working
internationally
if we share the same values and you think we can work together, 
I'd be happy to explore possibilities.

ralucamihaila.com
raluca[at]utopicbrain.ro
+40 728 886 742
EET timezone


